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Attitudes – three are worth practicing, that belong together:  
Acknowledgement: Genuineness, acceptance and empathy as described here are my version of the 'core conditions' of person-

centred counselling, considered in the light of psychodynamic theory of human living and growing. [See for example Carl 

Rogers (1961) On Becoming a Person, and Margot Waddell (2002) Inside Lives.]  

 

Genuineness (awareness of self) 

It is sometimes, though not always, easier to see defensiveness in others than in oneself.  To be genuine, 

and engage in relationships authentically, it is important to regularly reflect on one's own feelings, 

notice how and when one became aware of them, and become curious about why the person or context 

evoked that particular feeling. It is particularly important to notice mixed feelings or those one thinks 

are 'wrong' to have, and acknowledge these conflicts. There is no right or wrong about feelings; one has 

them. [The action taken in response to a feeling might be wrong.] 

 

By becoming self-aware, relationships with others become more authentic and less a performance. 'Be 

genuine' applies only to oneself. I cannot demand that someone else is genuine though it becomes more 

likely when they meet genuineness in me. And, I do not demand it of myself, just practice. 

 

Acceptance (awareness of various parts of self and others) 

Feelings, attitudes and personal characteristics, both physical and mental, have to be accepted because 

they are so at least for now [they may change]. This is easier to say than do, as, assumptions are made 

both about self and others, so I might not know what the actual feeling, attitude or characteristic is. 

Also, if what it is, or what I assume it is, is something I do not like, it can make me anxious or 

uncomfortable, and I can mentally block the discomfort.  However, accepting can be practiced.  It 

applies both to myself and to others. Acceptance does not mean “agree with”, it means I realise that this 

view or attitude or feeling exists and is held by a person. It does not avoid any responsibility I have to 

let someone I accept know when, how or what I disagree with. 

 

One way to practice is to allow myself to think about personal characteristics, e.g. impatience, kindness, 

and divide them into 'good' and 'bad'.  Then try to find a way in which the 'bad' characteristic can be 

linked with something good, which doesn't change it, but makes it more bearable, e.g. an impatient 

person might also be spontaneous or energetic. Similarly, find the downside to the 'good' characteristics. 

Acceptance needs lateral thinking, opening the mind to wider images of people or groups and respecting 

them as individuals, not labelling or categorising.   

 

Empathy (awareness of the other) 

This is recognising what it feels like to be another person.  It is not necessarily about how I would feel 

if the same things were happening to me, because I am not them; I might have the same feelings, I might 

not. It is more like being in their skin, than in their shoes. Empathy is achieved by listening and 

observing attentively and picking up clues, both those which are obvious and those from tones, 

atmosphere and body language. It is gathering information. I check the information, accepting it, as if 

I become critical, aggressive or intrusive, the feelings will be felt and change in reaction to me. 

 

Being empathic is sometimes called knowing the other's 'frame of reference'.  If I want the other to 

move to my frame (often with good reason) and I have some idea of theirs, I am much more likely to 

find a way from the one frame to the other, if I convey and make use of empathy. 

 

Genuineness, acceptance and empathy are aspects of reflective activity, or mindfulness. They do not 

replace regular communication. They are like peripheral vision when driving a car. Of course knowing 

where I am going and watching the route in front is how I drive a car. Reflection makes connections 

with the other people on the road, and reflective activity improves all our journeys. In literature 

concerning psychoanalysis, object relations, defensiveness, etc. the concepts can sound involved and 

difficult. However, everyone has been living with feelings, defenses and relationships throughout their 

life and knows a great deal about them already. Practising genuineness, acceptance and empathy 
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increases awareness and enables the psychodynamic notion of using “counter-transference” which leads 

to flourishing change in our inner world. 


